Y. M. AND Y. W. C. A. CHRISTMAS SOCIAL

COMMONLY GOOD PROGRAM PLANNED FOR JOINT MEETING AND SOCIAL

Wednesday Night

A joint Christmas meeting of the Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A. will be held on Wednesday night at close hall in order to have the meeting over at 7:30 for the basketball game, the meeting will be called for 6:15 o'clock.

An unusually good program of music and reading has been arranged by the joint committee headed by Jeannette Royal and John Brooks. A sold-out will be given by Mr. Bellamy. Miss Marie Hunt will sing, and also Glen G. Pierrot. Miss Norma Morse will report by request her Christmas reading of last year. It is hoped that this unusually good program will attract a large attendance.

NEW MEN ON PHIO TRAM

On account of the resignation of D. G. Pitchard and Gay G. Gabrielson from the Philomathian chapter, membership has been accepted by two freshmen, Don Rogers and Earl Cleerman, who have been appointed and are engaged to be freshmen for the Phi Omicron chapter.
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REPORTERS

Tuesday Morning, Dec. 16, 1913.

ARTISTIC READING
The women’s artistic reading content which is to be held this after- noon, is open to the public and should be attended by all who are interested in this work. This is something new for the Iowa community and should be supported. There are many interesting lines of artistry here but this particular one appeals to the artistic and educational side.

The students may not subscribe for the paper alive. They are encouraged for a season with no show of violence, their ideas concerning this form are charitably accepted, and its stor- lies of big athletic prospects, increased enrollments, and athletic facilities are not needed for the truth.

Thursday was union day. Every and now any large university should tration, provided the person taking WANTED-A student to tend fur- for he could possibly be interested, an inexhaustible field of activity. Students at the president’s reception are received for the truth. Special resolutions have been passed by the student body here for the many interesting lines of activity devoted to municipal government.

The student body here bas always been interested in the college paper of future years, lines of reading are suggested. They are to the higher and the ditor may have to sustain the paper, but there is no show of violence, the students may not subscribe for the paper alive, the business manager should be supported. There are many interesting lines of artistry here but this particular one appeals to the artistic and educational side.

"Of course college papers have their fat years like other institu- tions. Their editors do not always have a chance, the business manager is occasionally seen in a new suit, and frequently a boy of students will be induced to subscribe quite generally. Sometimes the college paper is even in good repute. Its poetry is endorsed for a season with no show of violence, his ideas concerning this form are charitably accepted, and its stor- lies of big athletic prospects, increased enrollments, and athletic facilities are not needed for the truth.

"Perhaps the reason for the long- "er of the college paper is that it has acquired everything that could withstand a blast. If there are only five</p>
Just Received:

For Christmas gifts a display line of box candies at almost wholesale prices. Buying in large quantities gives you the lowest price. Come in and have a look over them and we will like that Christmas present to you.

DOVALIS
Confectioners and Parlors

WHAT A SATISFACTION TO USE THE NEW INDIA-PAPER EDITION OF WEBSTER’S NEW INTERNATIONAL!

By using India-paper, with its characteristic crisp, smooth texture and toughness, the publishers of the new edition of Webster’s New International Dictionary have given the book a very special advantage over others. It is the only dictionary which is made to wear, to be handled, to be read and not to be put away after use.

A very beautiful book. The size is slightly larger than that of other dictionaries, giving the book a more dignified appearance. The type face is so designed as to be readable when held at a distance. The binding is strong and durable. The pages are of better quality than those of any other dictionary.

The new edition is so ordered that you will not need to use a dictionary every day. It is a book to be kept on the shelf and to be consulted when the need arises.

This new creation is far more than a dictionary. It is a book to be used in the home, in the school, in the office, in the library. It is a book to be used as a reference book, as a study book, as a dictionary.

The book is a work of beauty. It is a work of interest. It is a work of value. It is a work of satisfaction.

What a satisfaction to use the new India-paper edition of Webster’s New International!

J. J. Shannon
Baggage Transfer and Parcel Delivery
Office with Miller & Miller Shoe Store
29 S. DUROSE ST.

Phonos
Office 9 R. Residence 56
Delivery made exactly at the time promised — NOT just a few minutes later

GRIDIRON, Field and Floor

WRESTLERS SHOWING UP IN GOOD SHAPE

DIRECTOR SCHROEDER LOOKS FORWARD TO SUCCESSFUL YEAR—LARGE SQUAD

Team to Go to Two Trios to Nebraska—Ames to Come Here for Dual Meeting—To Start Heavy Work Right After Christmas Vacation.

Wrestling at Iowa is gradually breaking into the spotlight. Director Schroeder has a promising squad of wrestlers and gymnasts. These wrestlers come on Saturday at 2:30 in the morning and at 4:30 in the evening. The team will be working out three times a week.

The team will be working out three times a week.

The Iowa team is getting well under way for the season. Director Schroeder is well pleased with the work thus far. Four of last year’s men are back. Last year’s experience has made them valuable assets to the team. Besides the five veterans there are several other men who are out for the first time this year. They are making good rapidly and will give the veteran an equal chance at the end of the season.

The team is making good rapidly and will give the veteran an equal chance at the end of the season.

The Iowa team is getting well under way for the season. Director Schroeder is well pleased with the work thus far. Four of last year’s men are back. Last year’s experience has made them valuable assets to the team.
Gymnasium Work Is to Start After Vacation

Director Schroeder Facing Problem of Accommodating Six Hundred Men

Classes to be Divided Covering Work

—Installation of New Lockers to Add Much Comfort — New Hot Water Tanks Please Students

Owing to the increased attendance here, Director Schroeder is having a cope with limited room in getting his gymnasium classes arranged. Immediately after the mid-year vacation, the work in the Armory will begin and it is expected it will be over six hundred men using the floor.

This large number will be divided into classes covering an entire week.

Several changes are planned during the vacation time, the most important of which is the installation of 116 new lockers. These new lockers will be put in the present round room. The hand will find more spacious and better quarters in the electrical building back of the Old Capitol.

At the present time there are about five hundred men installed in these hundred lockers. The plan is that there are two men to each locker.

This conditioned will be greatly relieved when the new lockers are put in. The new lockers are of the large size and will accommodate two men easily.

The installation of new shower baths has been a part of this part of the congestion, this year. This is one reason why there has been no trouble at all. The new hot water tanks have supplied plenty of hot water at all times which has made the work of this year much more pleasant.

It is planned to install new showers and baths for the faculty men.

These baths have been downstairs in the crowded part of the gymnasium, and the move will add greatly to the comfort of the faculty members as well as the students.

Artistic Reading Contest

As a result of the preliminary contest in artistic reading, held Saturday afternoon at 2:00 o'clock, the following persons will enter the final reading which will be held this evening at 4:00 in the natural science auditorium:

Alice Lane—Independent
Emily Grubb—Independent
Myrtle Taylor—Octave Thang
Cecy Carter—Whitby
Beat Vandenburgh—Octave Thang
Elsie Larrab—Octave Thang

The judges for this contest will be Professor Eastman, Mrs. Sheilfand, and Professor Trowbridge. No admission will be charged. The public is cordially invited.

Phillip Freshman Tryout

Phillip freshmen debate team tryout this evening at 8:00 o'clock at the hall, also an important business meeting. Every Phillip is expected to try out.

The ladies of the Presbyterian church will hold their annual Rassar Banquet Tuesday afternoon at 2:00 o'clock. A turkey supper will be held Wednesday evening at 5:00.

Suggestions Given for County Rallies

Memoranda Covers Different Steps to Be Taken in Promoting Organization

Duplicate copies to suggestion have been printed to be distributed among those who attend the County Club Rally at 11 o'clock in the natural science auditorium.

The memorandum covers the different steps to be taken by the organizers in promoting the rallies over the state December 12 to January 1.

Suggestions to students who wish to aid in County club organization:

1. Arrange to have a meeting of the students from your county before you leave Iowa City, December 12.

2. At this meeting either make the temporary organizer permanent or elect another student to be the organizer for your county.

3. Insist that a date be set for a reading or a performance which the latter should or give a reception or dinner — then do everything in your power to see that this event is given due amount of preliminary publicity.

4. Send over the outline on the various divisions and be ready to talk over this local branch of university work with the alumni and former students.

5. Copy that a construction and by-laws be adopted by your county club; that the alumni student organization be made permanent.

6. It is almost certainly possible to do as the high schools and county offices to your reunion during the holidays.

7. Keep up on your organizer to see that he files a printed report at the Alumni association offices, after the holidays, showing just what has been done in your county.

Copies will be distributed at the doors.

PUBLIC LECTURE ON ENGRAVING TONIGHT

A public lecture on the methods of manufacturing the various sorts of engraving such as etchings and half-tones used in books, magazines and newspapers today will be given this evening under the auspices of the Art Club in liberal arts building room 165.

The general subject of engraving is one of considerable general interest, and this lecture is thrown open freely to the public. The lecture will begin at 6:30 o'clock and will last less than an hour.

This is one of the series of lectures which are being given by the Art club on the "Tools of Advertising". The expense of the lecture is being borne by the club and are made open to the public in such a way as to make as many possible profit by them. Anyone who ever uses half-tone or etchings in his advertising and more people do, will find this lecture on engraving of material profit.

Stating that it was unsatisfactory at this time to schedule a game outside of the Conference, Chicago has decided to install a football game with Harvard.

Women officers of the classes at Michigan intend to meet in January to submit proposals for a women's council.

The Most Efficient Typewriter

IT'S AN ILL WIND THAT BLOWS THE COAL DEALER NO GOOD

It is true there hasn't been much cold wind yet, but it will surely come.

Have you got a good supply of Coal on hand?

C. W. THOMPSON

Go to REICHARDT'S

For Good Home Made Candy

Ice Cream Made for Parties

In all Flavors and Shapes

Also Serve Lunches — All Hours

Hot Drinks, Etc.

24 S. Dubuque St.

Party Flowers

Specially Arranged

Get Our

Suggestion

Store Opposite Campus
Greenhouse 700 Church St.

DO YOU NEED A NEW SUIT

OR

PARTY DRESS

Come in and see how cheap you can buy a beautiful one.
We are almost giving them away.

The Woman's Shop

Harvat & Stach

New Jefferson Hotel Bldg.